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INTRODUCTION

S

ince 1994, Osprey has existed to create action sports products that
promote excitement and adventure. We have never waived from our
values of creating quality products that hold appeal to different
performance and ability levels, whilst ensuring that the products we create
are built to last and fit for purpose in demanding outdoor environments.
As one of Europe’s fastest growing skate brands we have continued to grow
and develop our collection for 2019 both in the size of the range and depth
of quality.
As you look through the following pages, we hope you find yourself as
excited as we are in our 2019 skate offering, look forward to the year with
anticipation and continue to grow your business with Osprey Action Sports.
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02 - ROLLER SKATES

ROLLER SKATES

W

e are excited to present our new premium roller skates range,
featuring mouth-watering designs and an enviable list of
specification and features.

which screams 80’s roller disco to the ‘Raver’ with its popular retro skate
shoe look, the biggest problem we’ve found is trying to choose a favourite
between them!

Great attention to detail has gone into producing this collection, with
detailed market research and competitor analysis having been undertaken
during concept phase combined with multiple sampling stages, allowing us
to test and tweak the range to perfection whilst hitting competitive price
points.

And there’s plenty of innovation too – with the ‘Raver’ being the first ever
flyknit roller skates; whilst the ‘Chevron’ and ‘Spectrum’ feature the unique
style of 3D KPU printing.

The four models in the range are highly distinctive and with all designs
having been produced in house by our creative team. From the ‘Spectrum’

All of this is underpinned by quality hardware: a high impact chassis with
lightweight aluminium trucks, PU cast bushings for easier and smoother
turning, high rebound PU 78A - 54 x 32 mm wheels and ABEC7 bearings for a
durable, smooth, high speed ride.

ROLLER SKATES - 03

WHITE DISCO QUAD - PACK QTY:6
TY5353-Size 11
TY5354-Size 12
TY5355-Size 13
TY5356-Size 1
TY5357-Size 2

TY5358-Size 3
TY5359-Size 4
TY5360-Size 5
TY5361-Size 6
TY5362-Size 7

PP Chassis

52mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PP Trucks

ABEC 7 Carbon Bearings

PU Stopper

PU Upper

BLACK DISCO QUAD - PACK QTY:6
TY5364 -Size 11
TY5365-Size 12
TY5366-Size 13
TY5367-Size 1
TY5368-Size 2

TY5369-Size 3
TY5370-Size 4
TY5371-Size 5
TY5372-Size 6
TY5373-Size 7

PP Chassis

52mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PP Trucks

ABEC 7 Carbon Bearings

PU Stopper

PU Upper
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CLASSIC QUAD
PACK QTY: 5
Great attention to detail has gone into our premium roller skates range and our retro Classic model is no
exception. A true roller disco classic, these skates, as with the whole range are perfect for beginners and
intermediates. Featuring a supportive, mid-height, over ankle boot with adjustable strap and comfortable
soft padded liner. Complete with a high impact chassis with lightweight aluminium trucks, PU cast
bushings for easier and smoother turning, high rebound PU 78A - 54 x 32 mm wheels and ABEC7 bearings
for a durable, smooth, high speed ride.

FEATURES:
PP Frame

54mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PU Stopper

Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

PU Upper

CODE

TY5928-2 TY5928-3 TY5928-4 TY5928-5 TY5928-6 TY5928-7

SIZE (UK)

2

3

4

5

6

7

SIZE (EUR)

34

35-36

37

38

39-40

41

RAVER QUAD
PACK QTY: 5
Introducing the first ever flyknit roller skates! The Raver offers a more understated colour option to the
range and draws inspiration from the ever popular retro skate shoe look. Featuring a supportive, midheight, over ankle boot with comfortable soft padded liner. It comes complete with a high impact chassis
with lightweight aluminium trucks, PU cast bushings for easier and smoother turning, high rebound PU
78A - 54 x 32 mm wheels and ABEC7 bearings for a durable, smooth, high speed ride. They also feature a
high quality colour box, ensuring that they look great on display & make an ideal gift.

FEATURES:
PP Frame

54mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PU Stopper

Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Knitted Upper

CODE

TY5929-2 TY5929-3 TY5929-4 TY5929-5 TY5929-6 TY5929-7

SIZE (UK)

2

3

4

5

6

7

SIZE (EUR)

34

35-36

37

38

39-40

41
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CHEVRON QUAD
PACK QTY: 5
Think pink with these retro high top Chevron quad skates. Although they might look at home in the 80’s, the
Chevron possess all of the modern features that you’d expect to find in a premium roller skate, and more!
The 3D KPU design is an innovative design feature for a roller skate that we have not seen anywhere else.
Featuring a supportive, high top, over ankle boot with comfortable soft padded liner. It comes complete with
a high impact chassis with lightweight aluminium trucks, PU cast bushings for easier and smoother turning,
high rebound PU 78A - 54 x 32 mm wheels and ABEC7 bearings for a durable, smooth, high speed ride.

FEATURES:
PP Frame

54mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PU Stopper

Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

PU Upper

CODE

TY5925-2 TY5925-3 TY5925-4 TY5925-5 TY5925-6 TY5925-7

SIZE (UK)

2

3

4

5

6

7

SIZE (EUR)

34

35-36

37

38

39-40

41

SPECTRUM QUAD
PACK QTY: 5
Thanks to its innovative 3D KPU design, the Spectrum really stands out from the crowd. You won’t find another
pair of premium roller skates with this quality specification and design detailing at this price point. The neon
colour palette screams 80’s roller disco and will have you reaching for your leg warmers and mesh top in no
time. Featuring a supportive, high top, over ankle boot with comfortable soft padded liner, the Spectrum comes
complete with a high impact chassis with lightweight aluminium trucks, PU cast bushings for easier and smoother
turning, high rebound PU 78A - 54 x 32 mm wheels and ABEC7 bearings for a durable, smooth, high speed ride.

FEATURES:
PP Frame

54mm HR 78A PU Wheels

PU Stopper

Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

PU Upper

CODE

TY5922-2 TY5922-3 TY5922-4 TY5922-5 TY5922-6 TY5922-7

SIZE (UK)

2

3

4

5

6

7

SIZE (EUR)

34

35-36

37

38

39-40

41
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KIDS SKATES AND ACCESSORIES

R

oller skates and roller blades offer a fun way to get active. Osprey
offers a wide range of skates to suit all ages and skill levels. Whether
you are looking for adult roller skates or children’s roller skates, are a
casual rider or looking to race around and perform tricks, there is something
for you.
Our skates are designed to combine comfort with premium performance.
Osprey quad skates are retro throwbacks with great looks and stability.
While the Osprey inline skates are fast and nimble whilst still providing the
support you need to skate safely. To stay safe whilst out riding don’t forget
skate helmets and pads.

Osprey helmets and pads are designed to offer skate scooter and the
maximum amount of comfort and flexibility, whilst the tough durable
materials can help reduce the risk of serious injury.

ROLLER SKATES - 07
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QUAD SKATES
PACK QTY: 6
Osprey quad skates feature a 2x2 wheel formation. The sturdy moulded outer boot is adjustable, ensuring
a snug and secure fit, whilst the inner provides plenty of comfort. The durable quad chassis ensures
maximum possible stability and the PVC wheels provide plenty of grip on a variety of surfaces - allowing
for precision skating, great for attempting tricks. Osprey quad skates are equipped with a front brake
pad - for those just starting out with the basics of skating or for those intermediate skaters who haven’t
quite mastered the art of performing T stops.

FEATURES:
Fully Adjustable Size Range

54 x 32mm PVC Printed Wheels

PU Stopper

Quick Locking System

608z Bearings

PE Upper

CODE

TY4803

TY4804

SIZE (UK)

10-12

13-3

TY4805
3-5

SIZE (EUR)

28-31

32-37

36-38

QUAD SKATES
PACK QTY: 6
Perfect for any parent looking to buy a 1st time kids skate that are adjustable and will last. These
adjustable quad skates from Osprey are great for beginners and confident skaters. These hard wearing
skates are adjustable which means they can be adjusted as your child’s feet grow. You simply push a
button and extend the length of the skate to fit a larger size. The skates come with a really cool red,
white and black design. They will make an excellent gift for any young skater.

FEATURES:
Fully Adjustable Size Range

54 x 32mm PVC Printed Wheels

PU Stopper

Quick Locking System

608z Bearings

PE Upper & PP Chassis

CODE

TY4800

TY4801

SIZE (UK)

10-12

13-3

TY4802
3-5

SIZE (EUR)

28-31

32-37

36-38
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INLINE SKATES
PACK QTY: 6
The Osprey inline skates are adjustable from size 12-1. These technical inline skates feature an easy to
release ‘push ‘lever that fits in close for added security when in use and secure ratchet strap fasteners
to maximise fit. Comes with a stylish black, white and purple exterior with four inline wheels and brake
block at the rear. For added comfort these skates have a super padded internal boot sock with breathable
mesh.

FEATURES:
Fully Adjustable Size Range

74 x 24mm PVC Printed Wheels

PU Stopper

Quick Locking System

608z Bearings

PE Upper & PP Chassis

CODE

TY4798

SIZE (UK)

12-1

TY4799
1-4

SIZE (EUR)

31-33

33-37

INLINE SKATES
PACK QTY: 6
The Osprey adjustable inline skates are the perfect inline skates for beginners and confident skaters
alike. If you want quality inline skates at an affordable price then these are the right choice. These hard
wearing skates are adjustable so can be lengthened and shortened to suit the foot size of the wearer.
The skates come with a really cool black, red and white design. They will make an excellent gift for any
young skater.

FEATURES:
Fully Adjustable Size Range

74 x 24mm PVC Printed Wheels

PU Stopper

Quick Locking System

608z Bearings

PE Upper & PP Chassis

CODE

TY4796

SIZE (UK)

12-1

TY4797
1-4

SIZE (EUR)

31-33

33-37

10 - SCOOTERS

SCOOTERS

T

he Osprey scooter range really does have it all. From small scooters for
kids, to large scooters for adults we have a range of scooters suitable
for all ages and ability levels. And we have a load of new lines to shout
about this year including a new electric scooter, a new BMX scooter, a new
colourway dirt scooter and two new large wheeled scooters.
Our new electric scooter is unrivalled at this price point. In fact we’re
confident that this is one of the best electric scooters in the market even
compared with those at much higher price points. With a travel range of up
to 12KM and max speed of up to 25KPH, we’ve had serious fun testing these
along some of Devon’s seafront promenades.

SCOOTERS - 11
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XS-2000
SK2001 - ELECTRIC SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
The Osprey electric scooter is a lightweight, flexible solution for travelling where your legs can’t take
you in the most enjoyable way possible. We’re confident that this is one of the best electric scooters
in the market even compared with those at much higher prices. Reaching up to an amazing 12km on one
charge at speeds of up to 25kph to zip along a picturesque sea front or traverse to far flung beaches.
Start your adventure when you leave your front door and arrive in style with the Osprey electric scooter.

FEATURES:
Quick Lock Folding Mechanism

Pneumatic Tyres

Control System Display

Lightweight Aluminium Frame

Travel Range up to 12KM

LED Lights

Charge Time up to 24HRS

Rear Brake

Hand Brake

Max up to 25KM/H

SCOOTERS - 13

BMX SCOOTER
SK2003 - BMX SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
This BMX scooter hybrid strikes a great balance between the manoeuvrability of a scooter and the all-terrain coverage
of a bike. With large, spoked front and rear wheels the BMX scooter is well equipped to handle rough terrain and
easily roll over grass or worn down paths. It also features front and rear calliper brakes ensuring you can safely
handle speeds that would be out of reach for run of the mill scooters. The steel deck and frame ensure the BMX scooter
is durable enough to withstand high impact scooting and a handy kickstand makes it easy to store when not in use for
extra longevity. For a great all-purpose scooter, look no further than the BMX scooter.

FEATURES:
20” Spoked Front Wheel

Steel Deck

16” Spoked Rear Wheel

Steel Frame

Front and Rear Calliper Brakes

Kick Stand

14 - DIRT SCOOTER

With Bison-sized (and just as tough) 200 x 5mm front and rear,
pneumatic rubber tyres, supported on hardy Aluminium core wheels
(3 piece hubs) you can perform an array of huge airs and high impact
manoeuvres, and this beast of an all-terrain scooter will still be coming
back for more! The Osprey ‘Dirt’ never compromises on durability,
performance or style, giving you a reliable and sturdy journey as
you explore the adrenaline charged world of all-terrain and downhill
scooter riding.

DIRT - BLUE
SK2004 - DIRT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
FEATURES:
Full Aluminium Deck

Chromoly Steel Handle Bars

200 x 50mm Pneumatic Off Road Rubber Tyres

Stainless Steel Rear Brake

DIRT - BLACK
SK2005 - DIRT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
FEATURES:
Full Aluminium Deck

Chromoly Steel Handle Bars

200 x 50mm Pneumatic Off Road Rubber Tyres

Stainless Steel Rear Brake
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DIRT - GREEN
SK2002 - DIRT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
FEATURES:
Full Aluminium Deck

ChroMoly Steel Handle Bars

200 x 50mm Pneumatic Off Road Rubber Tyres

Stainless Steel Rear Brake

DIRT - WHITE
TY5300 - DIRT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
FEATURES:
Full Aluminium Deck

Chromoly Steel Handle Bars

200 x 50mm Pneumatic Off Road Rubber Tyres

Stainless Steel Rear Brake

DIRT - GUNMETAL
TY5299 - DIRT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 1
FEATURES:
Full Aluminium Deck

Chromoly Steel Handle Bars

200 x 50mm Pneumatic Off Road Rubber Tyres

Stainless Steel Rear Brake
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XS2 - BLUE
TY5940 - LARGE WHEELED SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 2
Introducing Ospreys XS2 large wheel scooter series. Perfect for the city or the school run, the XS2 series
features 200mm Large PU wheels with ABEC 7 Bearings, front and rear shock absorbers, Kick stand,
Anti slip deck, and Front & Rear mudguards, The quick lock folding mechanism and included adjustable
shoulder strap ensure easy and convenient portability and make it ideal as a commuting scooter. Finished
in a ultra bright electric blue and contrast black paint job to really stand out!

FEATURES:
Quick Lock Folding Mechanism

ABEC 7 Bearings

Adjustable Handle Bars

Aluminium Frame

Kickstand

Ergonomic Bar Grips

Front and Rear Suspension

Rear Brake

200mm PU Wheels

Adjustable Shoulder Strap

SCOOTERS - 17

XS2 - COPPER
TY5941 - LARGE WHEELED SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey XS2 Large wheel Scooters features a sturdy yet lightweight frame with a quick release folding
mechanism allows for easy transportation on train, tube or bus. With active front and rear suspension
giving a high ride-ability factor and a smooth ride courtesy of ABEC-7 wheel bearings and 200mm PU
wheels, the Osprey XS2 scooter is ideal for the contrasting terrain of urban surfaces. Finished in a
striking high contrast black and copper paint job!

FEATURES:
Quick Lock Folding Mechanism

ABEC 7 Bearings

Adjustable Handle Bars

Aluminium Frame

Kickstand

Ergonomic Bar Grips

Front and Rear Suspension

Rear Brake

200mm PU Wheels

Adjustable Shoulder Strap
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FREESTYLE - BLUE
TY5113B - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
This professional stunt scooter gives you a non-folding rigid frame which provides extra durability whilst
the 360º rotating footplate gives you the freedom to practice your favourite tricks, whilst the included
interchangeable stunt pegs give the ability to do grind stunts. Also featuring a triple stack clamp, alloy
core wheels and ABEC 7 bearings. The finishing details show off the quality of this stunt scooter with
highly polished alluminium body and blue anodised trims.

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Anodised Head Clamp

Full Polished Aluminium Deck

Includes Stunt Pegs

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Polished Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips
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FREESTYLE - GREEN
TY5113G - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
The classic Osprey 360º Stunt Scooter is perfect for anyone who wants to take up stunt-scootering.
This lightweight, durable design is great for beginners. The two stunt pegs included open up a realm of
different, exciting tricks. The stylish polish aluminium and green anodisised trim finish, gives a cool
eyecatching appearance. The anti-slip footplate ensures that ample grip is available for all tricks.

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Anodised Head Clamp

Full Polished Aluminium Deck

Includes Stunt Pegs

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Polished Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips
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GRAFFITI
TY5181 - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
This awesomely designed stunt scooter is made for strength, durability and style! Featuring a full 360º
rotation and aluminium down tube with oversized handle bars and an aluminium deck with Osprey’s
Graffiti design grip tape.

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Head Clamp

Full Aluminium Deck

Twin Clamp Headset

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips

NIRVANA
TY5184 - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
The Nirvana stunt scooter is ideal for beginners looking to join the world of stunt scooting but great for
Pros alike. The 100mm plastic core wheels gives the scooter a lighter feel than those used commonly
by pros, making this perfect for your first stunt scooter. The non-folding rigid frame provides extra
durability whilst the 360 rotating footplate gives you the freedom to practice new tricks. Finished in a
striking black, blue and red paint combo and Osprey skull graphic.

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Head Clamp

Full Aluminium Deck

Twin Clamp Headset

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips
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TATTOO
TY5182 - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
Osprey 360° ‘Tattoo’ Pro Stunt Scooter features some truly radical artwork! Even the foot area of the deck
has been coated with grip tape featuring the Osprey tattoo design, meaning kids can ride in style like a
pro, even when learning the basics. The scooter’s tough aluminium down tube is coloured white and is
also decorated with Osprey’s funky tattoo design. Featuring stylish black wheels, shiny red fittings and
red handlebar grips for extra comfort whilst riding.

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Head Clamp

Full Aluminium Deck

Twin Clamp Headset

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips

POISON
TY5183 - 360º STUNT SCOOTER - PACK QTY: 4
Perfect for performing stunts and tricks, The Osprey Poison 360º Comes with pro style handlebar and
stem. High peformance aluminium deck, soft touch pro-ribbed grips, top spec aluminium deck and tri-bolt
clamp for added strength, 100mm PU wheels and high speed ABEC 7 Bearings. All finished in super bright
green and purple with Osprey slime graphics!

FEATURES:
3 Bolt Head Clamp

Full Aluminium Deck

Twin Clamp Headset

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

Aluminium Brake

100mm / 82A HR PU Wheels

Full Aluminium Y Handle Bar

Rubber Grips
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PLASTICS

F

rom our 22” plastic boards, up to the more sizeable 27” boards, the
Osprey Plastic Skateboard range offers a variety of sizes, designs and
hardware. These lightweight boards are great for getting around town, in
and out of tight spaces, or just cruising down a beach-front promenade! The
range includes a variety of bright, bold and eye catching designs to choose
from including retro dip dye boards to cool pastel decks.
All of our boards come full assembled, complete with decks, 3 inch
aluminium trucks, chrome ABEC 9 bearings (the highest precision quality)
and soft PU wheels making them perfect for kids and beginners.

Our 27” single kick tail board is reminiscent of 70s skating and the days
of the Z-boys and Dogtown, bowl riding and street cruising. At 27 inches,
this cruiser is a bit longer than many other plastic cruisers in the market,
making them easier to skate for slightly older or bigger riders. Our range of
22” skateboards are ideal for younger or smaller riders, feature the same
quality hardware and are easy to carry around when the pavement runs out!

PLASTICS - 23

PAINT BLUE
SK0031 - 22”x 6” PLASTIC CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
Serving up a slice of skateboarding history with the modern beauty of soft polyurethane
wheels, this retro plastic skateboard is fun, practical and comes in a cool dip dye design. As
the first surf-skate experience, the original plastic skateboard was designed to get your surf
practice in when the waves were flat, as you can see by the surfboard inspired template.

FEATURES:
Plastic Deck

95 A Cushion

Flat with Kicktail

59 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

3” Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

TIE SPLASH
SK0034 - 22”x 6” PLASTIC CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Tie Splash plastic retro cruiser comes with super bright yellow wheels giving this
22” plastic skateboard a splash of colour and unique look. Its super light and convenient to
pick up and carry around when jumping on a bus or into class, making it the perfect gettingaround cruiser skateboard.

FEATURES:
Plastic Deck

95 A Cushion

Flat with Kicktail

59 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

3” Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

24 - PLASTICS
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DIP DYE
SK0035 - 27”x 6” PLASTIC CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Dip Dye retro plastic skateboards is perfect if you’re looking for something light and
quick for everyday skating. The Dip Dye rocks a fun retro cruiser shape, with soft PU wheels, to
give a smoother cruise across pebbles, street debris and cracks in the pavement, and climbing
walls and ramps. At 27 inches, the Dip Dye retro cruiser is a bit longer than our other plastic
cruisers, making them easier to ride, as you can widen your stance a bit, and they’re still easy to
pick up and carry into class, on the bus, and anywhere where the pavement runs out.

FEATURES:
Plastic Deck

95 A Cushion

Flat with Kicktail

59 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

3” Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

RETRO RED
TY5185RED - 22.5”x 6” PLASTIC CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
Everything was brighter, flashier and cooler in the 1970’s. It was the decade of rock star
excess, bell bottom trousers and socially acceptable face fuzz. It was also the decade that
skateboarding swelled in popularity, thanks in part to California’s Z-boys. The Osprey 1970’s
Retro Plastic Skateboard pays homage to the roots of modern skateboarding. The retro red
semi-translucent, single kick deck allows riders to execute their favourite tricks.

FEATURES:
Polycarbonate Deck

95 A Cushion

Flat with Kicktail

60 x 45mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

3” Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 5 Chrome Bearings

RETRO BLUE
TY5185BLUE - 22.5”x 6” PLASTIC CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey 1970’s Retro Plastic Skateboard pays homage to the roots of modern skateboarding.
The 70’s were brighter, flashier & cooler! California’s Z-boys bought skateboarding into the
public eye and it swelled in popularity. The Osprey 1970’s PC Cruiser features a blue, semitranslucent deck with a single kick, which means that this board is perfect for tricks, as well
as cruising along sun drenched promenades!

FEATURES:
Polycarbonate Deck

95 A Cushion

Flat with Kicktail

60 x 45mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

3” Aluminium Trucks

ABEC 5 Chrome Bearings

26 - DOUBLE KICKS

DOUBLE KICK SKATEBOARDS

W

hether your style is exploring the urban jungle for stair sets, a
frustrated surfer needing a fix or you’re a more laid back hill
cruiser, you will find a range of skateboards to suit. Our double kick
skateboards are made from tough materials to handle not only the concrete
wilderness but your own particular style, and come complete with 5”
aluminium trucks, ABEC 7 chrome bearings and 99A PU Wheels.
All of our double kick boards are made from strong 7ply maple wood for
a reliable, trick heavy performance. The range features several distinct
designs, built to take the adrenaline charged action of the park or the
street!

We are particularly excited to present our new VW skateboards, officially
licensed and co-branded with Osprey. The range of three boards include the
‘VW Classics,’ ‘VW Explorer’ and ‘VW Sunsets’ models with stunning graphics
designed by our in house team, inspired by the timeless VW campervans and
beetles.
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VW CLASSICS
SK0060 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
VW classic cars are well known for their distinctive looks and reliability making them a perfect match
for the tried and tested performance of an Osprey double kick skateboard. This officially licensed board
features smaller wheels, as well as lightweight and durable 5” aluminium trucks. The concave deck allows
for good foot control and placement, Chrome ABEC 7 precision bearings and 94A (Hard) bushings give this
board the quick acceleration it needs whilst maintaining a stable roll. A 7ply Canadian maple deck provides
extra durability, making certain that the board has both the reliability and performance.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

VW EXPLORER
SK0061 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
Volkswagen campervans bring to mind freedom and adventure. These ideals are brought to the Osprey
range by the officially licensed VW explorer board. This board features smaller wheels, as is standard for
trick boards, as well as lightweight and durable 5” aluminium trucks. The concave deck allows for good
foot control and placement ensuring optimal control and comfort. Chrome ABEC 7 precision bearings and
94A (Hard) bushings give this board the quick acceleration it needs whilst maintaining a stable roll. A
7ply Canadian maple deck provides extra durability.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

VW SUNSET
SK0062 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
Laid back summer days by the coast and rolling up to a brand new beach in your VW camper are the
occasions embodied by the VW Sunset skateboard. This officially licensed board features smaller wheels,
as is standard for trick boards, as well as lightweight and durable 5” aluminium trucks. The concave
deck allows for good foot control and placement ensuring optimal control and comfort. Chrome ABEC
7 precision bearings and 94A (Hard) bushings give this board the quick acceleration it needs whilst
maintaining a stable roll. A 7ply Canadian maple deck provides extra durability.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads
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CLAWS
SK0027 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Claws 8 inch complete skateboard is a classic trick board with a double tail kick, and smaller
dimensions, for easy manoeuvrability. The double kick’s symmetrical design is the culmination of years
of skateboarding history, and is probably the most recognisable of skateboard templates, designed
for flip tricks, grinds and slides, popping stairs and dropping ramps. Along with its classic shape, this
skateboard is repping original artwork which draws on the aesthetic of 90s skating, with gruesome claws
scratching out the Osprey logo across the underside of the deck.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

CANDY SKULL
SK0026 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
With a dark and deadly allure, the Osprey Candy Skull 8” skateboard takes inspiration from the intricate
designs of Mexican ‘Day of the Dead’ sugar skulls. The two tone design captures the gritty beauty
of skateboard art with being grim, and shows through to the grain of the maple deck. As a complete
skateboard setup, the Candy Skull double kick skateboard comes fully assembled and ready grip taped,
with wheels, trucks, bushings and bearings, ready to hit the street from the moment you unwrap it.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

BLOCKS
SK0025 - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Blocks Skateboard is a complete double-kick board which allows for all types of flip tricks
no matter you’re your ability and features a cold-pressed, concave deck for ensured robustness and
stability. The full black grip tape on the deck will help you feel in control, whilst its lightweight but
heavy duty aluminium trucks mean it’s light enough to strap to your backpack whilst at college/work.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads
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PRIDE
TY4434C - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
Looking for a skateboard produced to the highest specifications and capable of all the tricks, flicks
and jumps in the book? Then say hello to the Osprey OSX Pride Skateboard! The skateboard’s deck has
been made using a quality 7ply maple. Thanks to its double kicktail deck, tricks and ollies are possible
from the word go. The deck has a concave midsection, allowing flicks, heelflips and other tricks to be
executed. The underbelly has then been decorated with a cool, customised badge featuring the Osprey
logo and our unique ‘Pride’ graphic emblazoned across the mid-section.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

GLUTTONY
TY4434B - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
If you’re searching for a complete skateboard package that looks great and rides like a dream, you’ve
come to the right place. Thanks to its quality maple kicktail deck, airing gaps and nailing transfers on
the Osprey OSX Gluttony is immediately possible. The upper deck is covered with grip tape to give greater
control during a ride, whilst a concave mid-section allows tricks and flicks to be executed with ease. A
vibrant green design decorates the underside of the board’s deck. Printed with Ospreys ‘Gluttony’ design
(a monstrous face, complete with protruding tongue and eyes in the grip of ravenous hunger).

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads
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ENVY
TY4434A - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
Specially designed for Osprey’s awesome OSX high-performance range, the Envy Skateboard features an
impressive concave mid-section and a super double kick tail deck. The skateboard’s concave mid-section
enables kickflips, heelflips and other flicks and tricks to be executed. The deck has been made using
seven layers of durable Chinese and Canadian maple and is covered with black grip tape to ensure a
stable riding experience. The bottom of the deck is decorated with a thin layer of dashing red paint so
that the stunning grain of the wood shows through.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads

WRATH
TY4434D - 31”x 8”DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
For those looking to master tricks and impress at the local skate park, the Osprey OSX Wrath Skateboard
offers the complete package. The skateboard’s deck has been fashioned with 7ply maple. Providing that
plenty of practise is applied, ollies and tricks are executable from the word go. It also has a concave
midsection that allows all manner of flips and tricks to be performed at the local skate shack. A striking
yellow design has been applied to the underside of the deck and is emblazoned with some seriously slick
looking graphics. It also features Osprey’s unique ‘Wrath’, menacing eye design in the centre of the deck.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -2 Ply Canadian Maple / 5 x Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

50 x 30mm HR 99A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Riser Pads
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SLIME
TY4219A - 31”x 8” DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
This Osprey Double Kick Pro Skateboards offer riders a sturdy 7 ply maple deck measuring 31” by 8” and
featuring a concave for added durability and response when preforming flip tricks. Suitable for any
intermediate or budding shredder, the heavy duty aluminium trucks with 5mm raisers and PU bushings
give riders a sturdy platform, whilst a smooth ride is delivered by the 54 x 36mm PVC wheels and 608z
bearings. The board’s double kick capability allows tricks to be performed from the nose and tail of the
board, meaning plenty of pop for ground and rail tricks.

FEATURES:
7 Ply Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

54 x 36mm PVC Printed Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

608z Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

5mm Riser Pads

APE
TY4219B - 31”x 8” DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
Go ape with the Osprey Ape Skateboard, featuring a primal looking face printed on the underside of the
deck! Great for kids to get up to some simian skating action! This complete skateboard setup comes
fashioned out of 7 ply maple wood and features a concaved double kick tail design, 2x heavy duty
aluminium trucks (complete with PU bushings and 5mm risers) and 54mm x 36mm PVC wheels with 608z
bearings.

FEATURES:
7 Ply Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

54 x 36mm PVC Printed Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

608z Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

5mm Riser Pads
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STICKERS
TY4219C - 31”x 8” DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Stickers Skateboard features a colourful print depicting a collage of Osprey stickers
graduating from small to large, perfect for energetic kids to perfect riding the streets. This complete
skateboard set up comes fashioned out of 7 ply Chinese maple wood and features a concaved double kick
tail design, 2x heavy duty aluminium trucks (complete with PU bushings and 5mm risers) and 54mm x
36mm PVC wheels with 608z bearings.

FEATURES:
7 Ply Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

54 x 36mm PVC Printed Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

608z Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

5mm Riser Pads

SAVAGES
TY4219D - 31”x 8” DOUBLE KICK BOARD - PACK QTY: 4
The Osprey Savages Skateboard is a truly tribal log on wheels! Perfect for kids to war dance their way
across the concrete on or attack aerial manoeuvres of the top of a ramp with! This complete skateboard
set up comes fashioned out of 7 ply Chinese maple wood and features a concaved double kick tail design,
2x heavy duty aluminium trucks (complete with PU bushings and 5mm risers) and 54mm x 36mm PVC
wheels with 608z bearings.

FEATURES:
7 Ply Maple

99A Bushings

Concave Deck

54 x 36mm PVC Printed Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

608z Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

5mm Riser Pads
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CRUISERS

O

ur range of cruiser skateboards offer riders the feel of an “old school”
set up coupled with our radical new designs. Osprey cruiser decks are
made out of robust maple wood, with the majority being constructed
from Canadian maple.
All of our Osprey cruisers come complete and ready to roll, put together
with quality hardware that has been handpicked for the board. The majority
of the range feature ABEC 9 (or 7) bearings, 7” Aluminium trucks and 78A PU
Wheels.

Cruisers are great all around boards, and we have designed a range of
cruiser deck shapes and sizes some of which are ideal for tricks. Outside of
the skate park, if you’re looking to do a bit of down-hill cruising, the chrome
ABEC 9 precision bearings can handle the speed, whilst the soft 78A wheels
make riding tarmac that bit smoother compared to your traditional double
kick skateboard whilst providing a tighter turning circle than a longboard
and still being compact enough to carry around or fit under the desk at
work.
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IN SKATE WE TRUST
TY5343 - 27.5”x 8” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 4
‘In Skate We Trust’ Single Kick Mini Cruiser Skateboard screams the true rider’s mantra loud and
proud! Riders can put their trust in this tried and tested cruiser board with its high durable 27.75 inch
x 8.25 inch, 7 ply, Canadian maple, “old school” single kick style fish deck! With the deep varnished
wood deck and heat transfer ‘In Skate We Trust’ print emblazoned across the underside; this skate
board gives old heads and newbies, high performance coupled with a traditional board design.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail

60 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

12mm Rubber Risers

FIRE BOY
SK0056 - 27.5”x 8” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
Scorch the skate park with this Fire Boy cruiser! Designed for both style and substance this board
provides all the features you expect from your go to cruiser. A high grip 80S black grip tape and
durable 7 ply Canadian maple deck ensure that slipping will not be a problem. This board is small
and manoeuvrable enough to pull of tricks and race into the next sequence due to its 60mm wheels
designed for maximum acceleration. This allows you to shoot off towards the next ramp or sharply
change direction with minimal effort. An ideal board for improving skaters.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers
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GLOW
TY5502 - 24”x 6.25” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
The Osprey Glow Mini Cruiser is a compact little board where size doesn’t matter! A great board for
having a shred with your mates. Its bright neon colours, stripey design and patterned wheels make this
an awesome street run around that will get noticed, whilst its single kick deck means you can have a
go at some tricks. Its short deck length makes it perfect for tight little turns when you have to dodge
pedestrians in town. This board’s soft wheels are a real benefit compared to your traditional skateboard,
giving you a super smooth ride.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail

65 x 45mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

OWA70 Printed Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

4mm Rubber Risers

EMULSION
SK0054 - 26”x 8” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
The Emulsion 26” cruiser incorporates an outstanding bespoke design onto a high-quality cruiser board.
The design extends to the Emulsion’s 808S black high grip tape topped deck with white trim and an
understated Osprey logo. Even the 60mm wheels are included in the design, with the alternating colours
disguising a seriously durable set of high quality wheels built for acceleration. This allows you to shoot
off towards the next ramp or sharply change direction with minimal effort so your skills can match the
standard of your board’s aesthetics.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail, Flat Nose

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

5” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers
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JEFFERSON
SK0058 - 27”x 8.7” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
Stand out from the crowd on this distinctive tie dye effect Jefferson cruiser! This board might be
possess a fun design but it is all business on top with a high grip 80S black grip tape and durable
7 ply Canadian maple deck. Small and manoeuvrable enough for both street and skate park use this
board incorporates 60mm wheels for maximum acceleration. This allows you to shoot off towards
the next ramp or sharply change direction with minimal effort. For a stand out board with no trade
off on spec look no further than the Jefferson cruiser an ideal board for all levels of skater.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail, Flat Nose

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers

EAGLE
SK0059 - 27.5”x 8” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
Spread your wings the Eagle cruiser! Providing the perfect compromise between speeding around and
trick capability, Osprey cruisers are highly versatile making them ideal for people who want a board that
offers the best of both worlds. Large wheels ensure that this board can get up to speed quickly whilst the
concave kick tail deck provides the perfect combination of grip and manoeuvrability whilst still being
small and light enough to pull off tricks and learn new skills. The Eagle’s versatility makes for a perfect
first board for beginners, whilst every intermediates quiver could benefit from a fresh new cruiser.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail, Flat Nose

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers
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MINI CHECKERS
SK0017 - 27.75”x 8” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
The Mini Checkers Cruiser features an eye-catching pink and blue checkers board design with blue
wheels and stylish white trucks. The Mini Checkers Cruiser has a smaller wheel base than a traditional
skateboard which lets you dodge out of the way off pedestrians and other obstacles whilst you’re
cruising around. The Cruiser Skateboard’s soft wheels give a super smooth ride by softening the blow of
any stones or even slightly rough ground underneath you. Its functional tail means you can try out some
tight manoeuvres and flat-ground tricks. Not only practical but an aesthetically pleasing board too!

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers

WOOD GRADIENT
SK0024 - 32”x 9.5” CRUISER - PACK QTY: 2
The Wood Gradient 32 inch cruiser board mixes cool mint and hot reds, as they blend over the wood
grain of Canadian maple, for a fresh look to a retro template. This skateboard complete set-up is
ready to roll, put together with quality components that have been custom picked to create the
perfect all-rounder cruiser skateboard. Cruiser skateboards are great for giving you options, as
they fall half way between a carver longboard, for that skate surf feel, whilst still being small
enough to skate around on like a trick board.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck with Kick Tail

60 x 45mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers
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LONGBOARDS

W

e are pleased to present our range of longboards for 2019 which
balances exceptional design, quality hardware and attractive price
points!

Whilst the longboard range features a variety of shapes, the twin tip board
shape is our most common as it is popular with beginners, avoids wheel bite
and is great for turning / carving. We also have a range of pintail boards
with classic timeless shapes which are great for speed and mimicking the
feeling of slashing waves on a surfboard every time you carve!

All of our longboards come complete and ready to roll, constructed with
quality hardware that has been handpicked for the board. Our board designs
have all been created in house by our UK design team and feature everything
from surf inspired illustrations to retro wood gradient effects
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HONISTER
SK0050 - 36”x 9.6” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Choose the road less travelled with this longboard. Designed with isolated downhill tracks and extreme
carving in mind this board has all the spec you could need capped off by a design that’s as adventurous
as you are. A strong black grip taped deck makes sure that you won’t lose your footing at vital moments.
The concave 7 ply maple deck is built for carving and quick direction. This is complemented by the 65mm
wheels which are small enough to accelerate quickly whilst still providing the required stability and
balance. For adventurous types look no further than the excitement of the Honister longboard.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

65 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

12mm Risers

HELIX
TY5254 - 36”x 9.6” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Presenting a dose of longboard brilliance. This longboard’s deck has been made out of 7ply Canadian
maple which is extremely durable and handles a lot of weight on the turn. A particularly cool feature of
the cruising longboard is the black grip tape. Not only does the grip tape allow far greater control of the
longboard but it has also been embossed with an eye-catching swirl design, enabling the stunning maple
finish to show through. The underside of the deck is decorated with a stunning shade of blue and features
symmetrical woven lines and Osprey’s unmistakeable crest of a skateboard wheel with wings.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

65 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

12mm Risers
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LINEAR
SK0038 - 38”x 10.3” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Bring the waves with you wherever you board with the stunning Linear Longboard. This board has large,
stylish aqua wheels to match its aesthetic, whilst also providing extra stability, allowing you to pick up
the pace and practice your balance on dry land. With these large wheels and sturdy 8” aluminium trucks,
the linear longboard is great for a smooth ride, even on rough ground! This board is built from a selection
of premium wood, including bamboo, for a great mix of portability and durability. The material is light
weight enough to carry easily whilst also proving resistant to knocks, scrapes and crashes.

FEATURES:
8 Ply -6 Ply Canadian Maple / 1 Ply Bamboo Veneer

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

8” Aluminium Trucks

3mm Rubber Risers

GENERATION
SK0005 - 38”x 10.3”LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Osprey Generation Twin Tip Longboard is one of our widest longboards. The wider the board,
the more stable you feel. The extra width also gives you lots of room to play around with weight
distribution and turning techniques, which makes this longboard a great choice if you’re trying
longboarding out for the first time. Built with a Bamboo layer for premium strength and quality, the
Generation longboard has a linear wooden design with unique translucent aqua wheels which are large
and soft to give you a really smooth ride, even on rough ground!

FEATURES:
8 Ply - 7 Ply Canadian Maple / 1 Ply Bamboo

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

3mm Rubber Risers
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TEXT
TY5352 - 38”x 10.3”LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
This Longboard is designed for those laid-back guys and girls who love the long, smooth and not to
mention fast rides that only a longboard can deliver. The extra sturdy cut out deck is capable of standing
up to adrenaline charged, downhill rides as mammoth as the robust Canadian maple that makes up its
construction! Aesthetically the ‘Text’ features a simplistic blue stencilled deck design, as a single
decorative statement. This is a board that has no time for gimmicks and flashiness, pure unbridled
performance is its forte, suiting the kind of rider who likes to let their skating do the talking for them.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

8” Aluminium Trucks

3mm Rubber Risers

STRIPE
TY5481 - 38”x 10.3” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Stripe Twin Tip Longboard is a lightweight and versatile directional carver which gets you from A to B
in style. Its concave deck makes this a comfortable pavement pusher whilst the wide truck base give the
wheels plenty of clearance to avoid any wheel bite. The board’s flexible deck softens the ride on rough
concrete for a really smooth cruise to your final destination. This board’s generous width means there is
plenty of deck space to play around with weight distribution and pull off some tricks- a great all round
board catering for everything from freestyling to cruising.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

71 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

3mm Rubber Risers

CHARACTER
SK0042 - 39”x 8.7” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
This unique Longboard certainly has character! Express your personality not only through a signature
look but also with your skills. The vivid green PU wheels and sturdy 7” aluminium trucks allow you to get
up to speed in no time and the 7 ply Canadian maple deck is as durable as it is manoeuvrable. Light weight
enough to carry easily whilst also proving resistant to knocks, scrapes and crashes this longboard
is designed for you to get up to speed and have a blast without worrying about damage. Hop on the
Character longboard and you will be racing away in no time!

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through
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SHAPES
TY5503 - 39”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Thanks to its generous width, the Osprey Shapes Twin Tip Longboard is a great all-round board for
everything from free-styling to cruising, providing plenty of deck space to play around with. This is a
versatile directional carver straight out of Jamaica, with a shattered glass Rasta design getting you
from A to B in style. The Shape Longboard’s concave deck makes this a comfortable pavement pusher
whilst the wide truck base give wheels plenty of clearance to avoid any wheel bite when carving.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

OWA70 Printed Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through

FLAME SKULL
TY5252 - 39”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
With its awesome skull decorations and drop through truck design this Twin Tip Longboard is a slick
little cruiser, which can carve corners with amazing grace and speed. Made out of 7ply Canadian maple
the deck of the drop through longboard is extremely durable and able to withstand a hefty amount of
pressure. The base of the deck has been decorated with a seriously funky flaming skull design. The grip
tape on the top of the deck, which keeps feet grounded for greater control of the cruising longboard, is
embossed with circular lines that highlight the maple finish.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

65 x 51mm SHR 85A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 5 Carbon Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through
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HOT WHEELS
SK0008 - 39”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Osprey Hot Wheels Twin Tip Longboard is designed in a striking lime-yellow and black palette
featuring an illustration of a skateboard wheel on fire drawn by our very own in house design team in
Devon. The Hot Wheels Longboard is a twin tip shape to eliminate wheel bite, allowing you to perform
some really deep carves and turns without hindrance. This Twin Tip longboard is constructed with a drop
through truck and a concave deck which helps you feel closer to the ground and locked in to the board,
making this a great board for beginners!

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels with Ground Edge

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through

NEXUS
TY5506 - 38”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Nexus Twin Tip Longboard is an awesome directional carver with plenty of deck space to fool around
on, whether you’re free-styling, boardwalking, cross-stepping or just playing around with weight
distribution. This board’s Twin Tip design is great for having a go at some flat ground tricks as well as
eliminating wheel bite on deep carves. The Nexus’s concave, flexible deck and drop through trucks make
for a controlled carve and super smooth cruising ride.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

75 x 65mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

OWA70 Printed Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through
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FLINT - YELLOW
TY5054A - 39”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Even when the swell isn’t looking too swell, surfers can still perfect their carving technique on this
Osprey Flint 39in Twin Tip Longboard! The Longboard’s 7ply Canadian Maplewood deck has the dual
advantage of being flexible and incredibly strong. Because of its flexibility, riders can pump the
board at amazing speed! The unique features and high-quality specifications of this Longboard make
it perfect for cruising to the shops, through town or along the promenade!

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

96A Bushings

Twin Tip Concave Deck

75 x 65mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

7”RKP Trucks - Drop Through

FLINT - BLUE
TY5054B - 39”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Flint Longboard’s Twin Tip design makes ride switching extremely simple, giving the rider far
more control of their Longboard. The black grip tape used on the upper deck is embossed with a stylish
striped design that exposes the striking wood finish beneath. The black, white and blue striped design
incorporates the Osprey logo and has a worn finish giving it a classic vintage appearance. Because
the trucks are mounted through the Longboard’s deck, the lowered platform improves stability and
manoeuvrability at higher carving or cruising speeds.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

96A Bushings

Twin Tip Concave Deck

75 x 65mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80AB Black Grip Tape

ABEC 7 Chrome Bearings

7”RKP Trucks - Drop Through
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TIE DYE
SK0011 - 40”x 10” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
With a retro shape, and pin stripe lines in the grip, the Tie Dye Longboard has the style of an old-school
surfboard on wheels. Inspired by the street cruising skating of the 70s, when skateboarding was a way of
filling time in between lulls in the swell, as surfers found a way to practice their moves out of the water.
The broad front end of the deck, tapering to a stubby pintail, gives the Tie Dye retro longboard stable
front foot placing, while maintaining easy manoeuvrability and space to carve without wheel bite. The
cool design is finished off with hot red trucks and yellow wheels.

FEATURES:
8 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

69 x 55mm SHR 82A PU Wheels with Ground Edge

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers

WOOD GRAD
SK0013 - 40”x 9.6” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
This Pintail’s shape is a classical longboard form that has been around since the start of the game.
This teardrop pintail shape is renowned for being extra responsive, extra stable and provides
the most balance out of all of the various longboard shapes, making it a perfect first longboard.
Featuring a gradient wood effect from turquoise to red to dark wood, this is a sophisticated, minimal
and cool design which is finished off with large and soft baby blue wheels.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

69 x 55mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

6mm Rubber Risers
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EAGLE
SK0004 - 42”x 9.5” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Osprey Eagle’s Twin tip shape means it completely eliminates wheel bite, allowing you to make deep
carves and turns without the wheels touching the deck. It is specially constructed with Bamboo for
superior strength and quality whilst maintaining a very light weight which makes it easy to carry around
and push along the flat. Its drop through truck which essentially lowers you closer to the ground to help
you feel secure and stable. This board even has a kick tail so you can get practising some flat ground
tricks!

FEATURES:
5 Ply - Bamboo

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

69 x 50mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through

2mm Rubber Risers

WAVE
SK0045 - 46”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Bring the surf to the street with this stunning wave design 46” longboard. With a classic wooden
surfboard inspired deck the extra length of this board makes it ideal for cruising around. With a double
kick concave deck this board ensures that you have plenty of foot room and manoeuvrability even when
reaching high speeds. The board is equipped with sea green PU wheels and sturdy 7” aluminium trucks
for speed and durability and the premium 8 ply Canadian maple deck is as durable as it is manoeuvrable.
Even when you can’t get to the ocean ensure getting around is always a blast with the Waves longboard!

FEATURES:
8 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck - Double Kick

65 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

Clear Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

3mm Rubber Risers

COASTLINE
SK0002 - 46”x 9” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
This pintail shape is renowned for being extra responsive, extra stable and provides the most balance out
of all of the various longboard shapes, making the Osprey Coastline Longboard Skateboard a perfect first
longboard. The Coastline 46” Longboard deck has a mild concave to give you more control and to stiffen
the flex of the board for added durability. The skateboard’s generous width makes getting to grips with
foot positioning that bit easier for beginners, whilst its pintail shape makes carving particularly easy!
The pintail longboard features a stunning coastline photoprint with a bold tribal pattern.

FEATURES:
7 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels with Ground Edge

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks
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SPECTRUM
TY5504 - 40”x 9.6” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Spectrum Longboard’s considered shape makes this a great board for beginners and advanced alike.
Its shape means it sweeps toward one ‘pin point’ at the tail, a classical longboard form that has been
around since the start of the game. The sheer length of the Spectrum Pintail helps you feel locked in and
stable, making this a great first board for beginners. What really sets this board apart from the rest
though is its unique and distinctive design, making it different to a lot of the other longboards out there.
If you want to learn the ropes of longboarding and look rad at the same time, this is the board for you.

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

75 x 65mm SHR 80A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

12mm Rubber Risers

DIAMOND BLUE
SK0041 - 40.5”x 9.25” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
Add the adventurous spirit of the mountain to your ride with the striking look of the Diamond Blue
longboard. The board is made from Canadian maple wood with a white finish, mimicking fresh alpine
snow and offering the durability you would expect from an Osprey board. This board is designed to limit
dreaded wheel bite allowing for deep carving. Combined with large, soft wheels this provides an ultrasmooth ride so you can practice your boarding skills all year round!

FEATURES:
7 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

70 x 51mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

Clear Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through
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TRIBAL
SK0012 - 40.5”x 9.25” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
The Tribal Longboard has a generous width which makes the board mighty stable and aids all abilities to
master and improve their skills thanks to the huge deck space to play around with weight distribution
and techniques. The twin tip’s large soft wheels iron out any bumps on the ground allowing you to really
go the distance. With a bright and bold blue/green tribal design, translucent aqua wheels and unique
white trucks, if you don’t like getting noticed, this probably isn’t the board for you.

FEATURES:
8 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Concave Deck

69 x 55mm SHR 82A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks - Drop Through

RAINBOW
TY5507 - 41.25”x 9.5” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
This Longboard is built specifically for speed lovers, yes, we’re talking about the downhillers! This board
was designed as a traditional top-mount, the technique which provides the most traction and grip on
speedy downhills, as well as providing more sensitivity to the road conditions. Its large, soft wheels give
a really smooth ride under foot and the concave, drop down deck helps you feel locked in, helping you
keep any ‘speed wobbles’ you may have at bay. The twin tip design eliminates wheel bite which would be
very dangerous on downhill rides considering the possible speed that can be reached.

FEATURES:
9 Ply -Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Drop Down Extreme Concave Deck

83 x 52mm SHR 78A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

8” Aluminium Trucks

8mm Rubber Risers

CUBE
TY5255 - 41.25”x 9.5” LONGBOARD - PACK QTY: 2
For a longboard that looks sharper than a Samurai blade but rides smoother than velvet, look no further
than the Cube Longboard. This little beauty’s drop down design enables superb carves to be performed
at amazing speeds! Thanks to its 9ply Canadian maple deck the Twin Tip Boat is among the most durable
cruising longboards in the Osprey collection. This makes it a great cruise longboard for beginners as
they’re far more likely to give their board a good battering. The base of the deck is decorated with a series
of squares, cut diagonally into two and decorated with surf-seasoned prints and unique Osprey graphics.

FEATURES:
9 Ply - Canadian Maple

95A Bushings

Drop Down Deck

70 x 50mm SHR 82A PU Wheels

80S Black Grip Tape

ABEC 9 Chrome Bearings

7” Aluminium Trucks

12mm Rubber Risers
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ACCESSORIES

W

e offer a selection of skateboard parts and accessories including
wheels, trucks, grip tape and bearings to make sure that your board
is set up exactly the way you like and keeps on performing the way
you want it to!
Osprey helmets and pads range include essential items to protect vulnerable
limbs from the inevitable knocks and scrapes that skateboarders and
scooter riders suffer.
We have produced a range of skate helmets and pads
that will not only stand up to the rough and tumble of your bails but will
look good and remain comfortable as well.

Osprey helmets conform to EN1078 1997 standards and come in a range of
colours, featuring a tough outer shell and impact absorption lining to help
keep your cranium protected.
Our elbow and knee pads feature adjustable straps for added comfort and
are great for minimising abrasions from concrete surfaces, whilst wrist
guards will help minimise the risk of bad breaks with their reinforced
plastic splints.
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14 VENT HELMET - GREEN
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
Safety gear should never be overlooked when skating, roller skating and on a scooter, especially for
kids and when you’re a beginner. Keep your head safe with an Osprey helmet, specifically designed for
skating, roller skates, scooters and other action sports, with a slim line smooth shape, with all the
padding needed to protect your head.

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

14 Air Vents

CODE

SK5009

SK5010

SIZE

MEDIUM

LARGE

SIZE (CM)

53-58

58-62

Rear Size Adjuster for a Dialed in Fit

14 VENT HELMET - BLUE
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
The Osprey helmet is ergonomically designed to maximise comfort as well as safety. The ultimate outdoor
sports helmet, it’s been designed with an ABS Outer Shell and a Tough Lightweight EPS Inner Shell,
supplying super strength without sitting heavy on the head. Incorporating ‘Comfortable Shock Resistance’
technology and featuring an ‘Aerodynamic Ventilated Design’ along the front, back and both sides for
optimal circulation.

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

14 Air Vents

CODE

SK5011

SK5012

SIZE

MEDIUM

LARGE

SIZE (CM)

53-58

58-62

Rear Size Adjuster for a Dialed in Fit
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14 VENT HELMET - WHITE
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
The Osprey helmet is perfect for a variety of outdoor sports, including snowboarding, skating and
skateboarding. Safety has never been as stylish as the cool Osprey ‘OSX Series’ helmet!

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

14 Air Vents

CODE

SK5001

SK5002

SIZE

MEDIUM

LARGE

SIZE (CM)

53-58

58-62

Rear Size Adjuster for a Dialed in Fit

14 VENT HELMET - BLACK
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
The Osprey skate helmet is constructed with a durable hard shell for added protection whilst out on the
skate park. This skate helmet offers a comfortable fit with a chin strap and buckle fastening complete
with air vents to the top for added breathability. Finished up in a stylish matte black shell and high
contrast red straps.

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

14 Air Vents

CODE

SK5003

SK5004

SIZE

MEDIUM

LARGE

SIZE (CM)

53-58

58-62

Rear Size Adjuster for a Dialed in Fit
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11 VENT HELMET - WHITE
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
With an outer shell made from high impact resistant ABS for durability, elegant chinstrap featuring a
quick release micro buckle for easy on/off in case of emergency and an EPS lining to help absorb impact,
whilst keeping the helmet lightweight, this is helmet is everything you need to keep your head safe whilst
practicing your best tricks! The 11 air vents located at strategic points in the ABS shell (two front, seven
top, two rear) ensure the optimum amount of breathability for additional comfort.

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

11 Air Vents

CODE

BGG1414 BGG1415 BGG1416 BGG1417 BGG1418

SIZE

X-SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

SIZE (CM)

48-54

54-56

56-58

58-60

60-62

Comfortable Shock Resistance

11 VENT HELMET - BLACK
SKATE SAFETY HELMET - PACK QTY: 6
The black skateboard helmet is designed to help protect your head from serious injury when participating
in action sports like skateboarding and roller skating. With its simple yet stylish black design, yellow
print and hardy construction, there’s no excuse not to use your noggin and keep your cranium well
protected!

FEATURES:
Super Tough, Lightweight ABS Shell

Adjustable Straps and Quick Release Buckle

Lightweight EPS Inner Shell with Adjustable Foam

11 Air Vents

CODE

BGG1419 BGG1420 BGG1421 BGG1422 BGG1423

SIZE

X-SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

SIZE (CM)

48-54

54-56

56-58

58-60

60-62

Comfortable Shock Resistance
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PAD SET
SKATE SAFETY PADS SET - PACK QTY: 24
When partaking in skateboarding, roller skating, BMXing, scootering, etc, it can be a wise idea to wear
elbow and knee pads to cushion the fall onto tarmac and concrete should you start heading towards the
ground. Especially as a beginner or for children, skate pads are an essential to help prevent bruises and
breaks. If you do bang a knee or elbow, the cushioned padding, and hard outer shell means getting up
and rolling again will be much quicker. Secured in place with velcro straps, and a sock construction, this
safety pads set is comfy and easy to wear. The 4 piece set includes two knee pads and two elbow pads.

FEATURES:
High Impact PE Cup with HD Sponge Filling

600D Mesh with SBR Neoprene

Heavy Duty EVA Interlining

Lining Sock for Extra Comfort
Double Velcro Strap Adjuster

CODE

SK5016

SK5017

SK5018

SIZE

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

SLIDE GLOVES
LONGBOARDING GLOVES SET - PACK QTY: 24
Slide gloves are used in longboarding not just as protection, but so you can intentionally put your hands
down on the road without grazing your skin. A hand plant during a tight carve can act as a pivot when
you want to execute a tight sliding manoeuvre. They can also help you catch your balance while carving,
as the hard PU pucks slide when you need them to. These pre-engineered longboard sliding gloves have
two standard removable PU pucks for heavy duty contact with the road, as well as an extra slider bar
that connects your fingertips, giving you extra surface area and control when you plant a hand.

FEATURES:
3pc PU Removable Puck Set

Leather Palm with Kevlar Fingers

Extra Wide Wrap Around Strap

Easy Pull on Loop

CODE

SK5019

SK5020

SK5021

SK5022

SIZE

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE
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SKATE TOOL
TY5380 - PACK QTY: 6/24
The Osprey skate Tool is perfect for customising your board’s trucks,
wheels and other hardware. It comes with three sockets for easy
adjustment, assembly and disassembly of skateboard components
including a 1/2in socket for wheels, a 3/8in socket for hardware for
other hardware like bolts and a 9/16 socket for trucks. Included with
the skateboard tool is an additional Allen key with a Philips screwdriver
attachment at one end perfect for adjusting bolts, making the tool a
versatile and essential piece of kit for any skater.
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BLACK PADS SET
BGG1323 - SKATE SAFETY PADS SET - PACK QTY: 24
Osprey has produced a high-quality, hardwearing Six Piece Skate Pad Set to protect knees, elbows and
wrists from unwanted physical attention. The set contains two protective knee pads, two tough elbow
pads and two wrist guards. The resilient pads are secured to durable material which easily slips over
the elbows, knees or wrists to protect from scratches and bruises. Each pad is decorated with a stylish
Osprey logo and is made with Velcro adjustable straps for the utmost security.

FEATURES:
High Impact PP Cup

Nylon Mesh

EVA Interlining

Assorted Sizes - S / M / L

CODE

Double Velcro Adjuster

BGG1323

SIZE

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

QTY PER
INNER

8

12

5

PADS SET - PINK
SKATE SAFETY PADS SET - PACK QTY: 6/24
These protective Childs Skate Pads come with 2 elbow pads, 2 knee pads and 2 wrist guards. All have
velcro adjustable straps for superior fit. Ideal for cycling, skating, skateboarding etc, the elbows and
knees are protected by the lightweight plastic moulded caps. Designed in a super cool bright pink to be
stylish aswell as safe.

BGG1324P - S
BGG1324P - M
BGG1324P - L

FEATURES:
Nylon Mesh
High Impact PP Cup
EVA Interlining
Double Velcro Adjuster
Mesh Bag

PADS SET - BLACK
SKATE SAFETY PADS SET - PACK QTY: 6/24
The black knee, elbow and wrist pad set gives great protection against bumps, bruises and grazes. It’s
protective paddingis perfect for when your kids are playing out on their skates, bikes, skateboards and
scooters. Wearing safety pads will give the kids more confidence when playing. Complete with easy
secure straps, lightweight moulded caps, and heavy duty nylon fabric.

BGG1324B - S
BGG1324B - M
BGG1324B - L

FEATURES:
Nylon Mesh
High Impact PP Cup
EVA Interlining
Double Velcro Adjuster
Mesh Bag
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OSPREY LOGO STICKER
PM0094 - 900mm x 126mm - PACK QTY: 1
PM0093 - 600mm x 84mm - PACK QTY: 1

SKATE BOARD STAND
PM0022 - 17 PC DISPLAY STAND - PACK QTY: 1
The ideal stand to display our boards in your shop! With slots that hold up to 17 Skateboards, cruisers,
Longboards or mixed. Or 16 boards when using the engraved logo head board. The stand come as a solid
pine wood 5 piece set that is easy to construct and de-construct at any time. At W40 x D39.5cm it has a
very small foot print ideal to be placed comfortably in any part of a store.

FEATURES:
• Size: H 200cm x W 40cm x D 39.5cm
• Holds up to 17 Skateboards
• Wood Thicknes: 2cm

DISPLAY STANDS
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SALES CONTACTS

UK HQ
SIMON HAMPTON

GENERAL ENQUIRIES / SALES OFFICE

VISIT OUR EXETER SHOWROOM

HEAD OF SALES & MARKETING
MOBILE: 07802 830600

HEAD OFFICE
Jack Dinnie
Karen Evans,
Duncan Keir
Narissa Humphreys
TEL: 03333010399

CALL TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
TEL: 01626 835400
EMAIL: SALES@WILTONBRADLEY.CO.UK

TOM ELLYATT
MARKETING MANAGER
TEL: 01626 835400

INTRODUCTION

S

ince 1994, Osprey has existed to create action sports products that
promote excitement and adventure. We have never waived from our
values of creating quality products that hold appeal to different
performance and ability levels, whilst ensuring that the products we create
are built to last and fit for purpose in demanding outdoor environments.
As one of Europe’s fastest growing skate brands we have continued to grow
and develop our collection for 2019 both in the size of the range and depth
of quality.
As you look through the following pages, we hope you find yourself as
excited as we are in our 2019 skate offering, look forward to the year with
anticipation and continue to grow your business with Osprey Action Sports.

UK SALES
A: ANDREW LOCKE

B: ROB JONES

AREA SALES MANAGER
SOUTH WEST, ENGLAND & SCOTLAND
MOBILE: 07872 461719
EMAIL: alocke@wiltonbradley.co.uk

AREA SALES MANAGER
WALES & IRELAND
MOBILE: 07775 500883
EMAIL: rjones@wiltonbradley.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL SALES
ROSS BRADLEY

HONG KONG

1: BENELUX

2: FRANCE

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGER
MOBILE: +44 7725 836155
EMAIL: ross@wiltonbradley.co.uk
Daniela: 016260835400

HONG KONG OFFICE & SHOWROOM
Wingi Chau
TEL: +852 3468 8002
EMAIL: wingi@wiltonbradley.com.hk
ADDRESS: Wilton Bradley (Hong Kong) Ltd
Room 409-410, 4/F, New East Ocean Centre
9 Science Museum Road6, Tsim Sha Tsui

BLS OUTDOOR
Leo van der Pol
MOBILE - +31 646888906
OFFICE - +31 180485697
EMAIL: info@blsoutdoor.nl

S.M.D SARL - SURF MACHINE DISTRIBUTION
Didier Sip
MOBILE: +33 (0)6 41 61 01 75
OFFICE - +33 (0)3 28 52 69 63
EMAIL: didier.sip@surfmachine.fr

Wilton Bradley Ltd
8 Wentworth Road, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ12 6TL.
Tel: 01626 835400 Fax: 01626 836656
Email: sales@wiltonbradley.co.uk www.ospreyactionsports.com www.wiltonbradley.co.uk
Osprey® is a registered trade mark of Wilton Bradley Ltd UK.
Registered address: 8 Wentworth Road, Heathfield, Newton Abbot, Devon, UK, TQ12 6TL.
Company number 09476216. Design rights © Wilton Bradley Ltd.
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